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MS/SS1B
Question 1

Student Response

Commentary

This is a particularly brief but fully-correct answer to part (a) that has clearly been done, as
encouraged, using a calculator’s inbuilt function. The answer to part (b) shows a clear
method and there is a sensible rounding of 32.004 to 32 (minutes).
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MS/SS1B
Question 2

Student response



Commentary

The candidate has derived (many simply quoted) correct answers to parts (a) & (b). In part
(c), the candidate has misinterpreted ‘or’ as ‘and’ and also incorrectly assumed
independence. In parts (d) & (e), the candidate appears to have no knowledge that the word
‘given’ infers that conditional probabilities are required. The majority of candidates made
fewer, sometimes, no mistakes.
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MS/SS1B
Question 3



Student Response



MS/SS1B

Commentary

Most candidates scored the 3 marks in (a) simply using their calculators’ inbuilt function. In
cases as illustrated here, working may score marks even if the answer is incorrect. The
points are plotted correctly on the graph but a mark is lost for no labels. The line thereon is
unnecessary and so is ignored. As was sadly often the norm, the candidate appears to have
no idea that, for each source, the points are so scattered as to indicate virtually no
correlation so inferring that r  0 for each.
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MS/SS1B
Question 4



Student Response



MS/SS1B
Commentary

The candidate has ranked the 11 values and then identified correct values for the median,
(quartiles) and the interquartile range. As was often the case when answering part (b)(i), the
candidate has stated ‘none of the values repeat’, this despite listing two values of zero in part
(a)! Part (b)(ii) was answered correctly by indicating that the maximum value, a, is unknown.
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Question 5

Student Response



MS/SS1B

Commentary

This is a typical less than fully-correct answer. The very standard parts (a)(i) & (ii) are
answered correctly for 3 + 4 = 7 marks. In part (b), as here, the majority of candidates opted
for 85%  z = (+)1.03 to (+)1.04 and so obtained an answer greater than the mean of 140.
Either a little thought or a sketch should have suggested that the answer must be less than
140? I part (c), the candidate has made the correct start of finding the standard error, then
standardising correctly to P(Z > –0.8) but has then made the common error of finding the
equivalent of P(Z < –0.8). Again a little thought or a sketch should have suggested that the
answer must be greater than 0.5.
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MS/SS1B
Question 6



Student Response



MS/SS1B
Commentary

After a correct answer to part (a)(i), many candidates dropped at least 1 mark, as illustrated
here, by not using the tables correctly for P(10 < M < 20). The formula for B(10, 0.29) was
used correctly to find P(F = 3) in part (b). In part (c)(i), the candidate has noted the
emboldened word ‘do’ and so moved to B(10, 0.71) to find correct values for the mean and
variance. As a result, correct comparisons are made for the results stated in part (c)(ii).
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Question 7

Student Response (next page)
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MS/SS1B
Commentary

This is an unusually fully correct answer to this final question; in fact from a ‘perfect’ script!
Whilst correct answers to part (a)(i) were not unusual, far too many candidates could not
answer part (a) (ii) correctly; usually through the addition of 1 or 100 to both answers in part
(a)(i). Surely candidates at this level should know that one hour is 60 minutes? The two
answers in part (b) are again correct and show a clear understanding of the technique
needed. The verbose answer in part (c) does include the common misunderstanding that a
confidence interval is for values rather than a mean but, in this instance, this error is just
‘excused’ in view of the other two salient points.
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